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OBJETIVE

- To have a comparative relationship between the implementation of
the eTOD projects of the CAR and SAM Region. 

- Establish an improvement proposal for the implementation of these 
projects, taking into account the management guidelines 
projects.



As part of the Global Plan for Air Navigation, initiatives have emerged to
jointly and jointly develop projects between States have enabled
development and promotion of state-of-the-art technologies to maintain security
operational at the highest standards.

Among these initiatives are the projects to implement eTOD in the
CAR and SAM states. This will allow the lifting of obstacles in the different
areas around the airfields, mitigating the possibility of accidents
in them.



PROBLEM

Projects in implementation have been significantly delayed in their 
execution due to planning problems.

This has triggered a state of discontent among states as there has been no 
to complete this phase of the Plan, in order to develop its subsequent activities.



IMPLEMENTATION SYSTEM
Running eTod projects have been carried out under a disjointed management scheme.
This is evident in the lack of breakdown of subsequent tasks
to the main task, causing you not to have a precise goal at the time of activity
implementation.

The proposed Project Management method will allow us a better breakdown of each
one of the tasks, its managers and delivery times, thus allowing a breakthrough
systematic and organized project.

Within this implementation method, changes can be made to several topics
redirect them to planning, managing to restructure the development time of each activity
and its joint tasks; obtaining a reprogramming of the project and visualizing its impact in
the short, medium and long term.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT SCHEME
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BECOME ONE



• Thanks a lot!!


